Cat In The Window by Donald Mathers

Intro: 1 measure of E7

I look out the window
Take in the view
Sit on the pane
With nothing to do
Stare through the glass
Looking at you
On a sidewalk of sandals and shoes

I'm a cat in the window
Nothing can pass without my approval
Unless I care less  A
So open the door, take a chance

A bird in a cage is just a reminder
We all live in cages
Pretend to be free
A window is broken
A door can be open
The last step you take is the first one you need

I'm a cat in the window
Nothing can pass
Nothing will change and nothing will last
So open the door, take a chance

E7, A7, E7, B7, E7, A7 . . . B, A, E7

A dog can be led by a leash or a tail
A collar can train a cat on a sill
The message is clear if you do what you feel
So open the door, and take a chance

I'm a cat in the window
Nothing can pass without my approval
Unless I care less
So open the door, take a chance

I'm a cat in the window
Nothing can pass
Nothing will change and nothing will last
So open the door, take a chance

E7, A7, E7, B7, E7, A7 . . . B, A, E7
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Intro:

Guitar:

E7

look out the window, take in the view. Sit on the pane, with nothing to do.

E7

Stare through the glass, looking at you. On a sidewalk of sandals and shoes. I'm a

cat in the window, nothing can pass without my approval, unless I care less. So

E7

o-open the door, take a chance.

E7

bird in a cage is just a reminder. We all live in cages, pretend to be free.

E7

win-dow is bro-ken, A door can be o-pen. The last step you take is the first one you need. I'm a
Cat in the Window

cat in the win-dow, no-thing can pass
No thing will change, and no-thing will last. So

o-pen the door, take a chance.

dog can be led by a leash or a tail. A collar can train a cat on a sill. The

message is clear if you do what you feel. So o-pen the door, take a chance. I'm a

cat in the win-dow, no-thing can pass. with-out my ap-prov-al, Un-less I care less. So

o-pen the door, take a chance. I'm a
Cat in the Window

cat in the window, nothing can pass. Nothing will change, and nothing will last. So

open the door, take a chance.